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Abstract
This paper explores the phenomenon of flaming,

which has been typically cited as an antisocial effect
of computer-mediated communication. Previous
definitions suggest a view of flaming as the exchange
of emotionally charged, hostile and insulting
messages. However, a diverse range of conceptual
and operational definitions of flaming can be found in
the literature. A four-point critique of previous
theoretical explanations is offered, and an alternative
definition of flaming is suggested, which asserts both
a behavioral and interpretive dimension to flaming.
Drawing from the work of Fulk, Schmitz and
Steinfield (1990), a social influence model of flaming
is developed. It is argued that this model of flaming
provides a more flexible and powerful approach than
previous theories, while yielding potentially useful
insights to guide future research.

Introduction
With the proliferation of communication media in

the twentieth century, considerable scholarly effort
has been directed toward defining and assessing the
impact of media on the process of communication.
Much of this effort has explored hypothesized
effects of media on those who use the media. This
"media effects tradition" has not been without its
critics (Anderson & Meyer, 1988, for example), yet
effects research retains a prominent position in mass
communication scholarship (Lowery & DeFleur,
1988). The search for effects continues to be
pursued by those who study human communication
mediated by computer technologies, such as
electronic mail and computer conferencing, a
growing research area that is generally referred to as
computer-mediated communication (CMC).

Among the possible effects that have been dis-
cussed in the growing body of research on CMC,
one of the most widely commented on, and perhaps
least understood, is what is popularly known as
flaming. Typically asserted to be an antisocial effect
of CMC, flaming can be thought of as uninhibited
behavior of CMC users that is revealed in the
exchange of emotionally charged, hostile and in-
sulting messages. This definition, however, is only
tentatively offered as a starting reference point for
those unfamiliar with the term. It will be argued that
previous conceptual and operational definitions of
flaming have been inconsistent, and the resulting
ambiguity reflects a general lack of theoretical

consensus as to the nature of flaming. This paper
then offers a four-point critique of previous attempts
to explain flaming, suggests an alternative definition
that incorporates both a behavioral and interpretive
dimension in the construct, and develops a model of
flaming which acknowledges the role of social
influence. It will be argued that this model of
flaming is more powerful than previous efforts in
accounting for diverse empirical evidence, as well as
more heuristically fruitful as a guide for future
research.

r.

Previous Definitions of Flaming
The term flaming apparently evolved from the

"hacker- computer subculture; one of the earliest
definitions found in the literature is offered in The
Hacker's Dictionary (Steele, Woods, Finkel,
Crispin, Stallman, & Goodfellow, 1983): to speak
rabidly or incessantly on an uninteresting topic or
with a patently ridiculous attitude." Although this
definition suggests flaming is merely an annoying pe-
culiarity that should not be taken seriously, the term
appears to have been broadened over time to include
a variety of generally negative antisocial behaviors,
including the expression of hostility, the use of
profanity, and the venting of strong emotions.

Here are a few of the definitions of flaming that
can be found in the literature on computer-mediated
communication:

speaking incessantly, hurling insults, tandi
using profanity (Baron, 1984)
the practice of expressing oneself more
strongly on the computer than one would in
other communication settings (Kiesler, Siegel,
& McGuire, 1984)
the hostile expression of strong emotions and
feelings (Lea, O'Shea, Fung, & Spears, 1992)
the tendency to react more critically or with
greater hostility over this medium, leading to
an escalation of conflict (Rice & Steinfield,
1990)
heated, emotional, sometimes anonymous,
venting by a participant (Selfe & Meyer, 1991)
emotional outbursts of rudeness, profanity, or
even exultation (Spitzer, 1986)
the heated exchange of messages expressing
hostility or defensiveness toward others on a
computer network (Thompsen & Ahn, 1992)
insults, swearing, and hostile, intense
language (Walther, 1992)
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This diversity of definitions for flaming illustrates
a general lack of conceptual clarity as to what
cor,stitutes flaming. Is flaming a behavior, a
message characteristic, or a linguistic genre? Does
flaming arise from a relaxing of inhibitions or an
intensifying of hostility? Is flaming reflective of
strong emotions, incessant banality or immature
histrionics?

To be fair, theoretical constructs are inherently
abstract (Judd, Smith. & Kidder, 1991) and perhaps
the diversity of conceptual definitions should be of
less concern than the extent to which researchers
agree on operational definitions of flaming. Here the
situation is not much better. In their reviews of past
research, both Anderson and Walther (1992) and Lea
et al. (1992) have noted that flaming has not been
consistently operationalized in past research. Most
studies have used some measure of uninhibited
behavior. But while some have restricted their
examination to negative emotional content by
counting instances of insults and name-calling
(Siegel, Dubrovsky, Kiesler, & McGuire, 1986:
Weisband. in press), others have included instances
of positive emotional content as well, such as flirting
and the expression of personal feelings toward others
(Kiesler, Zubrow, Moses, & Geller, 1985). Sproull
and Kiesler (1986) used self-report measures of
"increased willingness to communicate bad news or
negative information" and the "flouting of social
conventions" (p. 1508). Lea and Spears (1991)
counted uses of paralanguage and incidences of
swearing. Still others have used Interaction Process
Analysis (Bales, 1950) to measure negative
socioemotional content (Hiltz, Johnson, & Turoff,
1986; Rice & Love, 1987).

Certainly multiple operationalizations of a con-
struct can be useful in establishing convergent and
discriminant validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). Yet
it is not at all clear that the research to date has led to
convergence on flaming as a unidimensional
construct. Instead, flaming appears to have been
appropriated by researchers as a provocative term to
use in the service of advancing a particular theoretical
orientation. flaming has been a "hot" topic for CMC
research, but as the following critique suggests, we
may have been burned in the rush to control the
blaze.

A Critique of Previous
Explanations of Flaming

A number of nomological nets have been cast to
catch the elusive essence of flaming. Deindividuation
theory (Festinger, Pepitone, & Newcomb, 1952;
Zimbardo, 1969), which suggests that anonymity
and reduced self-awareness leads to uninhibited
behavior, has been cited as an explanation for
flaming (Lea & Spears, 1991; Spears, Lea, & Lee,
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1990; Sproull & Kiesler, 1991). So has social
presence theory (Short, Williams, & Christie, 1976),
which holds that the inability of CMC to transmit
much of the social information present in face-to-face
interaction leads to more impersonal communication
(Hiltz et al., 1986; Rice, 1984; Steinfield, 1986).
Other approaches that have been used to account for
flaming include information richness theory (Daft &
Lengel, 1986), which holds that media vary in
richness of information, and the absence of social
context cues hypothesis (Sproull & Kiesler, 1986),
which suggests that a lack of social information in
CMC contributes to uninhibited behavior.

This crowded theoretical milieu may have done
more to confuse than to clarify our understanding of
flaming. Further, the empirical support for these
theories has been mixed. (For a review of the extant
research on flaming, see Lea et al., 1992.)
Explanations for flaming are almost as plentiful as
definitions for this gossamer concept. As one recent
critique put it, "in the rush to describe and catalogue
effects, theories may have developed and become
reified prematurely" (Walther & Burgoon, 1992).
This general body of theoretical work has been
criticized by others (Baldwin & Holmes, 1992;
Culnan & Markus, 1987; Fulk, Schmitz, &
Steinfield, 1990; Walther, 1992; Williams, Rice, &
Rogers, 1988). The present critique focuses on four
weaknesses of previous explanations of flaming.

First, the element of time is typically ignored.
Most explanations of flaming have adopted some
variant of what Culnan and Markus (Culnan &
Markus, 1987) have called the "cues filtered out"
perspective. Flaming is said to arise because some of
the social and communicative cues used to regulate
interaction and inhibit hostile behavior in face-to-face
communicationlike indicators of status, facial
expression and tone of voiceare "filtered out" by
the computer medium. But there is evidence that,
given the time often denied them in experimental
comparisons, CMC users develop strategies to
overcome these presumed limitations (Blackman &
Clevenger, 1990; Holmes & Berquist, 1990; Walther
& Burgoon, 1992). Time may be a particularly
important variable in understanding flaming i n
electronic mail discussion lists and other forms of
asynchronous CMC, where interactions take place
over relatively long periods of time.

Second, explanations of flaming have typically
displayed a bias toward face-to-face communication.
As Culnan and Markus (1987) point out, the "cues
filtered out" perspective assumes that face-to-face
communication is the standard by which CMC
should be compared, and "ignores the possibil-
ity...that the electronic media have capabilities not
found in face-to-face communication" (p. 431). In
his study of computer conferencing at IBM, Foulger
(1990) found evidence that computer media "allow
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people to communicate in new ways, and perhaps
more effectively than has been possible in the past"
(p. 89). A perspective that begins with the assump-
tion that face-to-face offers "the most" and CMC can
only provide something less" may miss valuable
insights:

Third, previous explanations of flaming suffer
from what Roth (1987) has dubbed "meaning real-
ism." Flaming can be found in supposedly objective
attributes of a message. A flame is a flame is a flame;
all reasonable observers will be able to tell a flame
apart from a message that is not a flame (a flicker,
perhaps). It may be more appropriate, however, to
look for flaming in the interpretation of a
communication interaction, since flaming emerges
when a reader attributes this quality to messages. In
other words, a flame is not a flame until someone
considers it to be a flame. Flaming does not exist in
a vacuum; it requires the "fuel" of interpersonal
interaction and the interpretation of that interaction by
social actors. What distinguishes a message as a
flame, then, is more than simply a characteristic of
that message; it is also an emerging quality attributed
to a sequence of messages by human actors involved
in an interpretive process of meaning creation
(Anderson & Meyer, 1988: Leeds-Hurwitz, 1992).

Finally, explanations of flaming have tended to
make deterministic assumptions about how CMC
affects communication (Baldwin & Holmes, 1992;
Fulk et al., 1990). Computer communication media
are seen as having relatively fixed, invariant attributes
that influence all users in similar ways. Flaming is
seen as behavior determined by technology, while
possible social influences are minimized or ignored.
But examination of social influences can be most
illuminating (Compton, White, & De Wine, 1991).
Lea and Spears (1991) argue that "earlier research
underestimated the role of social contextual factors
and normative processes in CMC," and that
"compared with face-to-face interaction, the social
and normative context may be of even greater
importance in computer-mediated communication"
(p. 299). Flaming may be related less to media
constraints than to norms of a hacker subculture that
values antisocial behaviors (Lea et al., 1992).

In sum, previous theoretical explanations of
flaming have largely failed to incorporate the element
of time, have exhibited a myopic bias toward face-to-
face interaction, have suffered from meaning realism
and have ignored the role of social influence. Whaf
research in CMC needs, claim Steinfield and Fulk
(1990), is a stronger "theoretical infrastructurea
tree to which individual findings can be grafted to
generate the synthesis and integration needed to
support knowledge claims" (p. 13). The following
theoretical model is an attempt to move toward that
goal.

A Social Influence Model of Flaming
A perspective that offers promise in meeting the

need for a stronger theoretical infrastructure, while
responding well to the above concerns, can be found
in Fulk, Schmitz and Steinfield's (1990) "social in-
fluence model on technology use." This model
evolved from an earlier version, a "social information
processing model" (Fulk, Steinfield, Schmitz, &
Power, 1987), which in turn drew on the work of
Salancik and Pfeffer (1978). While the model did
not originally address flaming, an application of this
theoretical approach for this purpose yields intriguing
insights largely missing in previous efforts to explain
flaming.

The social influence model departs from the "cues
filtered out" approach and deterministic perspectives
in general by arguing that the choices people make
regarding technology use are "subjectively rational."
Behavior is not simply determined by objective
features of media, but is very much open to social
influence. Fulk et al. (1990) argue that:

The limitation of traditional media use theories
is their over-reliance on rational processes to
explain the entire range of media-choice
situations. A realistic understanding of
behavior requires knowledge not simply of
objective features of the environment, but also
the social milieu that alters and adjusts per-
ceptions of that environment. The advantage of
the social influence model is its potential to
explain a much wider range of media-use be-
havior across a greater variety of situations (p.
127)

Can the social influence model explain flaming?
In order to apply the model, a definition of flaming as
media-use behavior is needed. As noted above,
flaming has typically been defined in terms of sup-
posedly objective message characteristics. It is ar-
gued here that these are incomplete descriptions of
flaming, in that they address an outcome of the
flaming process, rather than the process itself.
Further, the significance of this outcome is the result
of social action, an achievement of meaning
(Anderson & Meyer, 1988). Conceptualizing flam-
ing as contingent upon an interpretive process of
meaning creation, rather than as a property of a
message, leads to th following definition: Flaming
refers to computer-mediated communicative behav-
iors that are interpreted to he inappropriately hostile.
This definition incorporates a common theme found
in prior definitionsthat of hostility but adds that
flaming requires an interpretive sense-making act,
leading to a shared understanding that the expressed
hostility is inappropriate in a given context.

As thus defined, flaming can be considered to in-
corporate two components of the social influence
model: it is both a media use and a media evaluation.
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Flaming is in part a use of CMC. requiring an
application of CMC technology, such as crafting an
electronic mail message for the expression of
hostility. But flaming is also an evaluation of that
usage, an interpretation that a message is
inappropriately hostile in tone. Thus, two
propositions of the social influence model can be
brought to bear on an explanation of flaming. First,
flaming as media use is a function of (a) media
evaluations, (b) media experience and skills, (c)
social influence, (d) task evaluations, and (e)
situational factors. Second, flaming as media
evaluation is a function of (a) media features, (b)
media experience and skills, (c) social influence, and
(d) prior media-use behavior (Fulk et al., 1990, p.
127). Note that two of the factors, media experience
and social influences, are predicted to affect both
flaming as media use (the creation of hostile
messages) and flaming as media evaluation (the
interpretation that a message is flaming). This model
is graphically portrayed in figure 1. A discussion of
each of the factors influencing flaming is presented
next.

Differing levels of media experience and skill are
likely to influence both flaming as behavior and
flaming as an interpretive sense-making act. Those
with extensive experience in CMC are likely to be
more aware of proper "e-mail etiquette" (Goode &
Johnson, 1991) than novice users, and thus less
likely to inadvertently start a "flame war."
Experienced users are also likely to have encountered
a range of flaming behaviors, from a "mild scorch" to
a "roaring blaze." This experience may temper their
tolerance levels for hostile messages, influencing the
interpretation of what constitutes a salient incident of
flaming. Experienced users may have developed
skills in "flame management," such as clearly
delineating flaming content with the phrases FLAME
ON and FLAME OFF (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991), or
using pictographs (symbolic icons made with
punctuation marks) to indicate a facetious tone
(Blackman & Clevenger, 1990; Miller, 1992;
Thompsen & Foulger, 1993). Novice users may
start flames by simply revealing their ignorance of
CMC norms, such as typing in ALL CAPS (the
electronic equivalent of shouting), failing to use
descriptive message headers, posting personal
messages to public forums, or sending "listserve"
commands (such as "signoff," a command intended
to be interpreted by a computer program) to a widely
distributed electronic mail discussion list. Novice
users may also fail to recognize attempts by
experienced users to modify aggressive arguments
(such as using IMHO before a comment, which is a
common abbreviation for "in my humble opinion"),
thus contributing to a flaming interpretation of
messages that were intended to be only mildly
assertive.

Social influences are also a factor in both flaming
as behavior and flaming as interpretation. Fulk et al.
(1990) identify four types of social influence: (1) di-
rect statements by others, (2) vicarious learning, (3)
group behavioral norms, and (4) social definitions of
rationality. Flaming may be moderated (or in-
tensified) by direct statements by others outside of a
CMC context (Thompsen, 1992). A hostile e-mail
message from someone who is widely perceived as a
"hot-head" outside the CMC context is likely to be
interpreted (and crafted) differently than a flame from
a "cyberspace cowboy" whose flamboyant use of
CMC may be compensation for failures in inter-
personal relationships (Turkle, 1984). Users of
CMC may vicariously learn much about flaming
before experiencing it firsthand from hearing tales
of past flames from colleagues, or reading about
flaming in popular accounts. Groups that encourage
aggressive argumentation may hold quite different
attitudes toward flaming than groups that encourage
passive acceptance of leadership; Lea and Spears
(1991) have found evidence for the role of group
norms in flaming. What is perceived as rational
behavior in one CMC forum (the USENET
newsgroup alt.flaming, for example) could be
perceived as quite irrational in another. Lea et al.
(1992) suggest that flaming may be reflective of a
"computer hacker subculture" that embraces attitudes
that "run counter to the expectations and standards of
industrial or educational organizations from which
perspective they might be considered deviant or
uninhibited." Presumably, with the swelling ranks
of CMC users, the hacker culture may become less
dominant and flaming less frequent.

The model predicts that a user's media evaluation
is likely to directly influence the behavior of flaming.
Research has shown differences in the way people
evaluate CMC's appropriateness for socioemotional
communication (Rice & Love, 1987). Those who
feel the medium is inadequate or inappropriate for the
expression of emotions would seem to be less likely
to craft flaming messages than those who may be
more comfortable in expressing emotions in this
manner. Flaming may also be related to anxiety or
feelings of frustration in learning to use CMC
systems (Siegel et al., 1986); a user who evaluates a
CMC system as difficult to use may take out her or
his frustrations in belligerent messages to anonymous
others on a computer network.

Similarly, task evaluation may influence flaming
as behavior. In some organizations, CMC systems
are regarded as important channels for serious or-
ganizational communication, and flaming may be
officially discouraged as an inappropriate waste of
resources (Foulger, 1990). Other organizations may
have'a much "looser" attitude toward non-task use of
CMC, even encouraging socioemotional commu-
nication in the desire to increase organizational
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flaming behaviors. People may
also vary in the degree to which
they are aware of (or make use
of) features of a particular CMC
system. The interpretation of
flaming may be influenced not
only by supposedly objective
features of the media environ-
ment, but also by subjective
awareness of those features.
Users also read messages on a
variety of hardware and software
configurations; the interpretation
of flaming may differ between
those who have a "user-friendly"
electronic mail program with a
graphical interface and those who
read messages on outmoded
systems that may have painfully
slow display rates and lack mail
filtering capabilities.

Finally, the model suggest that
prior media-use behavior is a
factor in the interpretation of
flaming. How people react to and
make use of other media may

Figure 1: A Social Influence Model influence evaluations of CMCof Flaming behavior. The interpretation of
flaming may be influenced by

previous experiences with flaming-like behavior in
other media, such as complaint letters and prank
phone calls. People also bring to a flaming situation
different expectations of the advantages and
disadvantages of media use, based largely on
previous experience; there is some evidence that pre-
usage expectations of media use influence media
evaluations (Rice, Grant, Schmitz, & Torobin,
1990). Thus, prior media-use behavior may
contribute to a set of interpretive rules which aid in
the sense-making of flaming behaviors.

In sum, the social influence model of flaming
developed here begins by defining flaming as both a
media use (the behavior of flaming) and a media
evaluation (the interpretation of flaming).
Application of Fulk et al.'s (1990) social influence
model leads to the predictions that (1) media
evaluations, task evaluations and situational factors
will influence the behavior of flaming, (2) media
features and prior media-use behaviors will influence
the interpretation of flaming, and (3) media
experience and skills and social influences contribute
to both the behavioral and interpretive dimensions of
flaming. Modeling flaming in such a way enabled an
explanation of many of the characteristics of flaming
previously identified by research, provided a more
comprehensive theory of flaming, and suggested
some intriguing directions for future investigation.

camaraderie (Sproull & Kies ler, 1991). Flaming
behavior may vary in both quantity and quality in
these two task evaluation contexts.

Situational factors may also influence flaming as
behavior. As mentioned earlier, time may be a
significant factor in flaming, especially in asyn-
chronous CMC. Flaming may be influenced by the
length of discussions, which may occur over days or
weeks. The number of messages received in a given
unit of time, the time between messages, and the time
of day a message is read may be influential. Location
of CMC use may also affect flaming as behavior.
CMC users may access communication networks in a
variety of places: at the office, at home, on the road.
Flaming behavior may be less common in messages
originating in "serious" locations, like an office, than
in more casual settings. Situations also vary in the
degree of privacy offered; flaming as behavior may
be influenced by the presence of other people during
a CMC interaction. There is some evidence that the
mere presence of others influences CMC behavior
(Robinson-Stavely & Cooper, 1990).

The model predicts that media features will influ-
ence the interpretation of flaming. Here support for
the "cues filtered out" thesis may be explained: users
may find CMC limiting and confining, at least early
in the adoption of the technology. Socioemotional
content may thus seem an inappropriate and irrational
use of the medium, influencing the interpretation of
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Conclusion
This paper discussed the wide variety of concep-

tual and operational definitions of flaming, and of-
fered a four-point critique of previous explanations.
The paper suggested an alternative definition,
incorporating both a behavioral and interpretive
dimension, and developed a social influence model of
flaming. This exercise has illustrated the need for a
stronger "theoretical infrastructure" in order to
account for diverse empirical evidence, while
suggesting the potential of the social influence
approach. Looking at flaming from the analytical
vantage points offered in this model could yield
further insights into a phenomenon that may be more
complex and socially influenced than earlier
assessments have suggested.

The approach outlined here is not without its
weaknesses. The Fulk et al. (1990) model focused
more on media choice than on media behaviors once
that choice was made: the evidence remains limited
for concluding that the extension of the model in the
directions suggested in this paper are warranted.
Further, the social influence model is less
parsimonious than deterministic explanations. By
seeking a richer, more complex explanation for
flaming, research designs may need to become
increasingly complicated, perhaps impractically so.

This point raises a critical concern: Is flaming a
phenomenon that warrants the attention of scholars of
communication? Perhaps the answer will depend on
one's perspective. From a deterministic view,
flaming may be assumed to be an effect of CMC, a
dependent variable that is primarily the result of
technological determinants. But from a social
influence perspective, flaming may offer researchers
a unique opportunity to advance our understanding of
conflict and interpretive sense-making from within an
environment that allows relatively unobtrusive
observation (Rice, 1990). What we learn about
flaming may help inform us about hostile behaviors
in other contexts that may be of more direct social
concern. For example, an understanding of the
constructs contributing to the interpretation of
flaming may help us better understand the
interpreting of sexual harassment. Flaming may also
provide a useful site for exploring the conflicts
between "free speech" and "politically correct
speech." And there may be value in exploring the
legal implications of flaming as new policies for
regulating CMC are established (Branscomb, 1991),
and as public policy promotes the building of a
national information infrastructure (Gore, 1991).
These are just a few of the potential avenues for
research on flaming in CMC, a phenomenon that
invites further explorationnot simply as an effect of
communication technology, but as a reflection of the
social negotiation of meaning.
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